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ABSTRACT

In an era of machine learning, many fields outside of computer science have implemented machine learning as a tool [5]. In the financial world, a variety of machine learning models are used to predict the future prices of a stock in order to optimize profit. This paper proposes a stock prediction algorithm that focuses on the correlation between the price of a stock and its public sentiments shown on social media [6]. We trained different machine learning algorithms to find the best model at predicting stock prices given its sentiment. And for the public to access this model, a web-based server and a mobile application is created. We used Thunkable, a powerful no code platform, to produce our mobile application [7]. It allows anyone to check the predictions of stocks, helping people with their investment decisions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Stock market plays an important role in the modern world [8]. It facilitates and efficiently allocates resources to the industries, or more specifically, companies who show promising outlook. There is no doubt that one can make a lot of money by investing in the stock market, which incentivize many to study the stock market, in hope of finding a better investment strategy [9]. Our application uses machine learning to figure out a stock’s trend and then make a prediction on its price. The system can be run automatically, in comparison to analyzing a stock manually. This method is more advanced, efficient, and is friendly to the common users.

Many research papers have discussed the different factors that can affect a stock’s prices [3], and the different methods to approach stock prediction [1]. Some focus on creating a more accurate sentiment analysis model. They implemented a “novel sentiment index”, which weights each stock review differently and takes in consideration of many other potential effects on a stock’s price [4]. However, these sources of data might not be good representations of the public, since the weight of each review is not equal.

As previous studies suggest, taking social sentiment into consideration can help improve stock predictions [3]. Our project follows the path of those who used sentiment analysis to predict stock
prices. The difference is that we do sentiment analysis on any user’s tweet from Twitter.com. We believe that Twitter.com is able to offer more globalized opinions of everyday investors. We then use TextBlob, a Natural Language Processing library, to analyze the tweets [10]. The number of tweets who held positive, negative, or neutral outlook on the stock is recorded respectively in a realtime database. We then put the data into a machine learning model, which is hosted on a web-server, to get a prediction. The web server allowed us to make something new — a simple, easy to use mobile application that is designed for everyday investors. It communicates with the web server and displays the prediction of a stock’s price change when its ticker symbol is entered into the application by the user. Our application aims to help users make their investment decisions.

For the above-mentioned machine learning model, specifically, we are using Scikit-learn’s Linear Regression model. We will prove to you that this model performs better than polynomial regression and Bayesian regression on a dummy dataset. And we will show you the relevance of each factor in the machine learning process.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 list out the challenges we encountered while doing this research; Section 3 focuses on the details of our solutions corresponding to the challenges that are mentioned in Section 2; Section 4 explains the experiments we did, which also acts as a supplement to Section 3 as it details part of the solution to the aforementioned challenges; Section 5 presents related works; Section 6 provide the conclusion and end this paper with future works.

2. CHALLENGES

In order to build the project, a few challenges have been identified as follows.

2.1. Performing Large-Scale Data Collection and Sentiment Analysis

In order to build and train an accurate machine learning algorithm, a large amount of data is needed, since if we are only taking the comments from a couple people regarding the stock, the overall sentiment can be highly biased because each person has a great weight to the overall sentiment [11]. And on top of that, we need to be able to consistently extract data, since the project is aimed to be updating on a daily basis.

When the data is gathered, it will then be analyzed using a Natural Language Processing algorithm. The difficult part is to figure out which algorithm to use. Since our data is specific to stock trading, it has special terminologies and phrases such as “AAPL to the moon!!!” These may be difficult to analyze.

2.2. Optimizing the Prediction Model with High Accuracy

We were in face of a big problem — which machine learning model should we use to make the prediction? Also, which variables are actually relevant to a stock? Is it the public sentiment? The price? or other variables?

We conducted a total of three experiments to figure out the aforementioned questions. Experiment 1 compares the result of three different types of machine learning model. Experiment 2 compares the result of 3 different configurations of the polynomial-regression. Experiment 3 compares the accuracy of the linear-regression model with different categories of input data cut off. These experiments will be explained in detail in Section 4.
2.3. Making a User-Friendly Interface to Display the Data

The goal of our project is to help casual investors invest in the stock market. So naturally, there has to be a way that the end-users can access our prediction results of the stocks. Thus we created a mobile application. We aim to have a simplistic design and a user-friendly interface for the application. This part is further discussed in the Solution, Section 3.2.4.

3. Solution

![Figure 1. Overview of the solution](image1)

3.1. Web Scraping

In our case, Twitter.com is used to gather social sentiments. With Twitter’s API, we can obtain the most recent 100 tweets about a particular stock. As shown in Figure 2, after authenticating using Twitter’s API, the program passes the company’s name or the company’s ticker symbol as the keyword (query) to search for 100 matching tweets using the .search_recent_tweets() method.

![Figure 2. Screenshot of code 1](image2)

Alongside the tweets, the information about the stock, such as the market-closing price and the date, as well as the company’s full name, are all collected through Yahoo! Finance’s API. These data are stored in the database, which will be discussed in section 3.2.3.

3.2. Sentiment Analysis

After gathering the tweets, we need to analyze and distinguish them into 3 categories based on their polarity: positive, negative, and neutral. In order to achieve this, we need a Natural Language Processing (NLP) algorithm. Initially, we set up a model using TensorFlow, the configuration is as follows.
However, it performed poorly with merely 26% accuracy [12]. But do note that the dataset itself may not be accurate.

Then we tried using a RoBERTa model that was pre trained on 124 million tweets from January 2018 to December 2021. After testing it on a dataset of 1300 stock related tweets, the resulting accuracy is better, at about 55%. But still not a favorable result.
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{'Positive': 317, 'Neutral': 846, 'Negative': 137}
Eventually, we choose the more accessible and easier to use TextBlob as the NLP model. It is also pretrained. We pre-process the text for better results, which removes “RT”, words that include “@” or “#”, “https” hyper links, and any punctuation. This text is then fed to Textblob for sentiment analysis and returns a BaseBlob object. BaseBlob.polarity then returns a float between -1.0 and 1.0, where -1.0 is very negative, 1.0 is very positive, and 0.0 is defined as neutral. These data are then sent and stored in the database, ready to be accessed.

### 3.3. Database and Machine Learning

As mentioned in the previous sections, the backbone of this project, the database, stores a stock’s prices and its sentiment analysis by date [13]. It has a data structure where the information about the stock is arranged by their date and is listed as subsets of that stock, as shown in Figure 7. The dataset can store multiple entries of stocks at the same time. It communicates with the web server frequently.

Before doing machine learning, we first request data from the database. A machine learning model is created for each individual stock. So we extract the data under that specific stock’s ticker name. The data we use as inputs are the dates and the 3 types of sentiments: positive, negative, and neutral. They are put into a list, which is then put into the 2D array called input_data (Figure 7). input_data contains all the data from previous days except for today’s, because today’s data doesn’t have a corresponding output. We will be using today’s data as the input for our prediction once the model is trained appropriately. The output_data, however, has only one category, which is the change in price of the stock in the next day. Essentially, it takes the price of the corresponding date and the next price value on the list to find the change in price from the day where the sentiment values are recorded to the next day. This combo of input_data and output_data is now our training data set for the linear regression machine learning model. We are using linear regression because it is the best performing model, proven in previous experiments (Section 4). After training using the method model.fit(), we can now predict the change in price between today and tomorrow. As shown in Figure 8, model.predict() produces the prediction, which is then turned into a percentage and bundled with ticker and name in the dictionary named final_res. final_res will be finally returned at the end of this method.
3.4. Web Server and Mobile App

A simple Flask server is set up and open for access. It facilitates the database and hosts the machine learning models. In Figure 9 is the setup of the web server. Its first method `stockUpdate` simply updates all the stocks that are already recorded in our database. It scrapes Twitter to find the new sentiment values, along with the price of the stock at the moment of update. The second method, `stockUpdateWithList` updates the stocks that are on a specific list. And if they were never recorded in the database, then they will be added to it. Method `stockInfo` takes in a parameter, the ticker symbol of a stock, in the form of a https hyperlink. It goes through the process of machine learning and predicting — a dictionary structured like `result` from Figure 9 is returned.

The web server allowed us to make a mobile application. It is targeted for people who don’t know anything about coding or even investing. Thus, the app uses a very simplistic user interface.
This app is created with Thunkable. As shown in Figure 10, the panel on the left is our first screen, where the user types in a ticker symbol and presses the Search button, it navigates to the 2nd panel and sends a get request to our web server to get the information regarding this stock, including the predictions. After the web server responds, the information will be displayed on panel 2 in the order of prediction, name, and lastly ticker.

Figure 10. Home screen

Do note that Thunkable is a non coding app creation platform. They use logic statements to substitute for coding. Figure 11 shows the “code” for the first panel.

Figure 11. Screenshot of Thunkable

4. EXPERIMENT

4.1. Experiment 1

Certain aspects of machine learning can significantly improve its performance/accuracy if the right module is used. In the following experiments, we will look at the different factors that contribute to the accuracy of a machine learning module, and figure out which has the best performances.

All the following tests involve data that are artificially manipulated. Since we couldn’t gather a big enough dataset of the real world twitter users’ sentiments on certain stocks, we are using a dummy dataset to train the algorithms; and ultimately test each algorithm on their accuracy. The dataset consists of 2 categories: input data and output data. Input data includes Positive Sentiment, Negative Sentiment, Neutral Sentiment, Month, and Day. Positive Sentiment, Negative Sentiment, and Neutral Sentiment each takes a randomly generated integer between 0 and 50, while Month takes an integer between 1 and 12, and Day takes an integer between 1 and 30. The output data, however, is a single number that is the sum of Positive Sentiment, Negative Sentiment, and
Neutral Sentiment plus a randomly generated integer between -15 and 15. (should I explain why the output data doesn’t take in Day and Month as its factors?)

We are using a relatively small batch of 100 generated samples of dummy data for each trial in the following experiments (add test results from 1000 data samples later)

The first experiment compares the accuracy between 3 different machine learning models: linear regression, polynomial regression, and Bayesian regression. As shown in Figure 12, polynomial regression (in green) slightly under-performed compared to linear regression and Bayesian regression. Do note that linear regression and Bayesian regression have very identical accuracy in each of the 20 trials, although they are not exactly the same.

![Figure 12. Graph of accuracy vs number of trials](image)

However, the difference in accuracy between these 3 will turn to be neglectable when a bigger sample size is used.

4.2. Experiment 2

The second experiment focuses on polynomial regression. We want to find out which of its configurations produces the most favorable result. To give a short explanation, the *sklearn* polynomial regression takes in a Degree parameter and “generates a new feature matrix consisting of all polynomial combinations of the features with degree less than or equal to the specified degree.”

In Figure 13, we can see that Degree 2 is performing significantly better than the other two, considering that the best accuracy we can get is 1; however it can go far down into the negatives. The farther it is into the negatives, the less accurate the model is. To better display all the values in one graph, we dropped out the result from Trial 15 of Degree 4, which came in at an astonishing -399.00505828454 accuracy rating. We can see that Degree 3 and Degree 4’s accuracy not only underperform, but also fluctuate a lot throughout the trials, especially for Degree 4. Both of their results came out as unfavorable, staying below 0 for the most part. Degree 2’s performance is similar to the polynomial regression model in experiment 1, since that is also using degree 2, which is the default configuration for polynomial regression.
4.3. Experiment 3

Figure 14 shows the result from experiment 3. In this experiment, we are trying to see what happens when we emit one of the five inputs. We are using a linear regression model for this experiment.

By emitting Month or Day, the accuracy stays virtually the same. Emit Month yields an average accuracy of 0.8614 from 20 trials, Emit Day yields 0.8595. Both are very close to the average accuracy of linear regression from experiment 1, which turns out to be 0.8836. This means that the output is likely not affected by neither Month or Day, which matches with our process of creating the dummy data. But it also proves that the linear model can function well even when one dimension (is it dimension? or ) of the data is missing. But do note that Emit Month and Emit Day fluctuate with a wider range (at about 0.25) than that of the regular linear regression with the full dataset from experiment 1 (at a little more than 0.1). Still, these two results dusted the rest in their accuracy. Below them are the results from Emit Positive Sentiment, Emit Negative Sentiment, and Emit Neutral Sentiment, which are very inconsistent in their accuracy. Notably, Emit Neutral Sentiment displays a wider range of accuracy, although the three types of sentiment have the same weight when creating their matching outputs.
5. RELATED WORK

Nguyen, T. H., & Shirai, K. [2] introduce a new feature called the TSLDA to the prediction model. The TSLDA model captures the topic and sentiment simultaneously. Their model was able to outperform a prediction model that only uses historical prices by 6.07% in accuracy. However, their work is different from ours in that they “chose SVM with the linear kernel as the prediction model”, which only predicts if the stock price goes up or down. In comparison, we used a linear regression model to predict the % change in the stock price.

Qiu, Y., Song, Z., & Chen, Z. [3] introduce a sentiment index that assigns different weights to different sources of sentiments. On top of that, their model takes in consideration stock market anomalies: the day-of-the-week effect and holiday effect. In comparison, our model takes in data as an input variable, which with a large amount of training data, the model can find out about these effects on its own. But do note that our paper doesn’t include a system that assigns weights to the sentiments. Every tweet weighs the same.

Porshnev, A., Redkin, I., & Shevchenko, A. [4] analyzed Twitter user’s sentiment in a detailed way: they “evaluate presence of eight basic emotions” in each tweet, which is then used to predict DJIA and S&P500 indicators [14]. While their work is focused on predictions on two of the most received stock market indicators, our application allows the public to search up any stock that is available in Yahoo! Finance. On top of that, our method simply analyzes the polarity of the tweets and divides them into 3 different categories: positive sentiment, negative sentiment, and neutral sentiment, instead of analyzing detailed emotions of each tweet like Porshnev and others did in their study.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The stock market is constantly evolving, to which machine learning might be its best suite for making predictions [15]. Among previous approaches that involve machine learning, social sentiment based stock predictions are definitely proven to have increased accuracy on stock price predictions. By experimenting with a dummy dataset, we found the best machine learning model to be linear regression, despite that Bayesian regression produced almost identical results. By
implementing the best performing machine learning model, and with the easy-to-use mobile application, more investors can now receive more accurate stock market predictions.

However, the dummy data that we used is artificially manipulated, which means that we assumed a relationship between the sentiments and stock prices. That is why the accuracy is as high as 0.8836. But due to the policy of Twitter not allowing us to obtain past tweets from any period of time, our actual dataset is too small to produce sufficient outcome. We had to work with the limitation and resulted in dummy data.

But in the future, once we gathered a big enough dataset. We can then perform Experiment 3 again. By cutting out a category of data and seeing how that affected the accuracy of prediction, we can tell how relevant that variable is to the price of the stock.
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